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Kona

EVELYN SPEAR/staff

Ka’leah Davis enjoys the cool weather while studying in her
hammock at Sweetheart Circle on October 1, 2021.

EVELYN SPEAR/staff

Grad students Allie Griﬃs and Bailey Berry grade lab reports at
Sweetheart Circle on September 29, 2021.

Meet 10-year-old Kona or “Coco” for short.
My husband and I rescued her 10 years ago,” said owner
Mary Yarbrough. “She is a mix of some sort: chocolate lab,
Weimaraner, and who knows what else?”
She loves to snuggle and take long walks or runs.

COVID NUMBERS
BRIANA CORLEE/staff

Hannah Tyre co-hosts an “Ask A Philosopher” table outside of
the Newton Building on September 23, 2021.
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Fully vaccinated by GS as of Sept 24:
Statesboro: 3793
Armstrong: 1169
Received at least one dose from GS
Statesboro: 4519
Armstrong: 654

Editors note
These numbers do not include
those who have gotten the Pfizer
vaccine. Aditionally, someone
could ahve gotten their first dose
through GS and their second
elsewhere to which we would
have no knowledge of.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Thursday

Spookly glow golf

Thursday

Campus scavenger hunt

OCT 7

6:30p.m. Starts in IT Building
Join the Society of Women Engineers for a
campus wide scavenger hunt. First place winner
gets a prize!

Thursday

El Pictura

OCT 7

OCT 14

Thursday

OCT 21

8- 11 p.m. Sweetheart Circle
Glow in the dark mini golf with UPB. Wear a
halloween costume for a chance to win a prize!

Join our newsletter

3

Text GAMG to 22828 to
join our daily newsletter!

5- 8 p.m. Sweetheart Circle
Paint night with food celebrating hispanic/latinx
heritaage month.

Movie: The Forever Purge

6 and 8 p.m. Russell Union theatre
Concessions are cash only.

BRIANA CORLEE/staff

Members of Delta Sigma Theta show oﬀ their dancing skills during their “Pie A Delta”
charity event in the Rotunda on September 30, 2021

Hazel
Hazel is a 7-year-old Chiweenie
who believes she is a cat. She
was named after one of the main
characters in The Fault in Our Stars,
and her birthday falls on Halloween!
BRIANA CORLEE/staff

Shayna Kimble and her mini-Australian shepherd, Mojo Jojo Kimble,
play catch with a frisbee in Sweetheart Circle on the beautiful
September 24, 2021.
Page designed by Kayla Hill
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NEWS BRIEFS

ASK PROFESSORS
ABOUT THE
VACCINE FOR GUS
MART COUPON

Students can receive a
coupon to redeem a free
drink from Gus Mart or
Dining Commons just by
having a chat with their
professors about the vaccine.
Faculty and staff wear a
button that says “Ask me
about the vaccine” or “Ask
me why I got vaccinated”
to promote conversations
with students said Health
Promotions Coordinator for
Georgia Southern, Jemma
Skuraton.
Students can talk to these
professors about why they
got the vaccine and the
benefits, and receive their
coupon. They can redeem
this card at any Gus Mart or
Dining Commons for a free
fountain drink.
Any faculty or staff
member wanting to sign
up can email wellbeing@
georgiasouthern.edu
and
anyone including students
can take a short course
through folio about vaccine
confidence and how to
encourage their peers to get
vaccinated.
--Shay Parker

DO YOU NEED A
BOOSTER SHOT?

GS DISCARDS
1700+ EXPIRED
J&J VACCINES

Without enough takers
for the Johnson & Johnson
vaccine, Georgia Southern
had to toss over 1700 doses
of the vaccine that expired.
By last Wednesday GS had
to throw out 1770 doses of the
J&J vaccine for reaching their
expiration date, according to
open records obtained by the
George-Anne.
The Johnson and Johnson
vaccine is the only vaccine
that requires just one shot
to be effective, but after the
FDA put a pause on the
vaccine to investigate side
effects, distribution slowed
up.
When asked how they
felt about the J&J vaccine
most students revealed that
they weren’t super informed
about the vaccine.
“I wouldn’t say I’m all that
educated when it comes to
vaccines,” said student Ikaia
Melton.
“We know what it is but
we haven’t really heard
much about it,” said student
Mya Kirkman.
GS students also said that
they had not heard anything
negative about the J&J
vaccine.
“I know it’s the one that
only requires one shot,” said
student Emily Delk
89 doses of Moderna and
45 doses of J&J were thrown
out because “doses were not
needed after preparation”,
according to the records
request.
--Briyanna Thompson

Page designed by Kayla Hill

Georgia Southern is now
offering the Pfizer booster
shot on campus to any
faculty, staff or student who
is eligible based on FDA and
CDC guidance.
In order to get the booster,
the two doses of Pfizer
vaccine must have been
completed at least six months
ago and must meet one of the
following requirements.
The CDC advises those
that are ‘high risk’ because
of underlying conditions like
diabetes, obesity, sickle cell or
being immunocompromised
get the booster shot.
Additionally
heavy
smokers,
those
with
substance use disorders
and
those
in
highrisk
occupational
or
institutional settings are also
recommended to get their
booster.
Appointments for booster
shots can be made through
MyGS.
--DJ Cadden

CHICK-FIL-A
LIMITED MENU

The Chick-Fil-A in the
Russell
Union
stopped
serving its full menu due to
COVID-19, offering only the
original chicken sandwich,
nuggets and a few breakfast
items.
“It’s pretty upsetting only
having three options to
choose from,” said student
Kashawna Watson. “It gets
really repetitive and not
having a full menu is one of
the reasons why I had leftover dining dollars that went
to waste last semester.”
The
George-Anne
contacted the executive
director of Eagle Dining
Services, Jeff Yawn on when

or if the CFA would expand
its menu, but the menu’s
comeback remains shrouded
in mystery, with a familiar
reason: COVID-19.
“Any and all decisions we
have or will make as it relates
to the services we provide in
all of our outlets are based
on our ability to safely and
efficiently serve our guests
with guidance from our local
department of health,” said
Yawn. “COVID, naturally,
has dictated most of these
decisions over the past two
years.”
“They should be back
to a full menu already,”
said Watson. “Using real
silverware and cups doesn’t
seem to be a safety issue to
campus students, so I don’t
see why having a full menu
would be.”
--Briyanna Thompson

COVID-19 SLOWS
IN BULLOCH

Bulloch County made a
goal of reducing the strain
on hospital workers and got
pretty close, but this made
for a “very, very scary month
of August” Bulloch’s Public
Safety Director Ted Wynn
said.
On August 23rd, 29.1%
of tests given came back
positive, suggesting more
people may be positive than
they were testing. Later the
positivity rate declined to
‘15.8%’, but the goal is to be
below 5%.
“We are not there yet, but
we have seen significant
improvement,” Wynn said.
While this time frame saw
gradual improvement in case
numbers, Bulloch County
lost 34 people to the virus –
about one person a day.
“This delta variant is
very deadly to some, there’s
no doubt about that,” said
Wynn.
“Predominantly,

10-7-21
those that get the sickest
and require hopsitalization
have not been vaccinated,
so vaccinations still seem to
be our best defense against
severe illness.”
The Delta variant quickly
became the dominant strain
in our state, being more than
twice as contagious as the
original.
Since the surge, Public
Safety has been working to
reduce nurse shortages and
obtain additional ventilators
at the local hospital. Last
Monday
East
Georgia
Regional Medical Center
reported that its ventilator
use reached an all-time high.
--Ashlynn Melnyk

TUTORING AND
MENTAL HEALTH
RESOURCES
Get help with your
schoolwork.
Students can find help
writing essays and working
through math and science
problems in the Academic
Success Center (ASC) located
in the Henderson library.
The ASC is open MondayThursday from noon to 10
p.m. Students can schedule
an appointment through the
MyGS portal.

Take care of yourself.
The counseling center
offers services such as
individual
counseling,
relationship
counseling,
group therapy, solution
sessions,
workshops
&
open groups and case
management at no additional
cost to students enrolled full
time.
The Counseling Center
is open Monday through
Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
located off of Forest Drive, in
building 435. Students can
make an appointment by
calling 912-478-5541.
--Briyanna Thompson

To contact the editor, email gaeditor@georgiasouthern.edu
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CHAD LUNDSFORD OUT

Chad Lunsford out as head coach, GS announces interim
BY DJ CADDEN
Sports Editor

Georgia Southern announced the firing of head coach Chad Lunsford
following a 1-3 start to the season Sunday.
Lunsford accumulated a record of 28-21 (17-14 SBC) while in Statesboro,
including three consecutive bowl appearances.
GS Football released this statement from Athletics Director Jared Benko
Sunday night:
“After a thorough review and evaluation of our football program, I have
made a decision that a change in leadership is the best interest of our team
and University. I want to thank Coach Lunsford for his hard work and the
impact he has had on the student-athletes within our program. I wish Chad
and his family success in the future.”
Former GS cornerback and current cornerbacks coach Kevin Whitley will
serve as the interim.
Lundsford wrote a goodbye letter to the GS community. You can find it
to the right of this story.

OUR PICKS FOR
LUNDSFORD’S
REPLACEMENT
BY DJ CADDEN
Sports Editor

Dell McGee, Georgia running
backs coach: McGee was the
Eagles’ running backs coach during
the 2014 and 2015 seasons and
served as the interim head coach
following Willie Fritz’ departure for
Tulane. As the interim, McGee led
the Eagles to their first FBS bowl win
and as a high level recruiter with
previous knowledge of the program,
his transition would presumably
happen pretty smoothly.

Ivin Jasper, Navy
quarterbacks coach:
Jasper served as the quarterbacks
and fullbacks coach for GS from
1999-2001 and helped the Eagles win
two FCS national championships.
Jasper knows the expectations of
Page designed by Kayla Hill

Eagle fans and has proven to be
extremely successful at all of his
previous stops.

Brian Bohannon, Kennesaw
State head coach: If the Eagles
look towards someone with head
coaching experience, Bohannon may
be the best candidate available. A
former wide receiver and defensive
backs coach at Georgia Southern,
Bohannon has become an extremely
successful head coach at Kennesaw
State. Under Bohannon, the Owls
have made three FCS Playoffs and
finished within the top-20 in four
straight seasons.
Three more unrealistic, but
intriguing picks: Kendal Briles,
Arkansas offensive coordinator;
Rhett Lashlee, Miami offensive
coordinator; Tommy Rees, Notre
Dame offensive coordinator

5

GS University and Eagle nation,
We are thankful and grateful for the opportunity to have served at
Georgia Southern. This place is very special to me and my family. Even
though I never attended GS as a student, I have always felt that GS was
more than a job. Two separate stints, and a total of 12 years, Statesboro
has become our home. I never imagined that a small-town, son-of-astone-cutter, northeast-Georgia boy would get to be the head football
coach at such a great university, when the opportunity presented itself.
All I knew to do was trust God and GATA.
I can honestly say I gave everything I had, and most certainly had a “bad
case of the wants”. My family poured into the university, the program
and our GS men. College football is a business, but to us it truly was a
family business. The brotherhood and the traditions that coach Russell
and Eagle greats started at GS was something we took very seriously as
a staff. We were intentional to teach our guys what it meant to be a GS
eagle and a GS man. We promoted a brotherhood, honored traditions,
and continued to build on both.
In no way would I, nor would I allow anyone to compromise those things.
Some mistakes were made. And for that I am deeply sorry, because
that was never the intent. We understood the expectations at GS. We
embraced them and we worked to exceed them. Unfortunately, under
my watch, we did not meet those expectations, and a change was made.
I have always believed I was the right man for the job, but as it turned
out I was only the right man for the job at the right time. From out of the
darkness of a 2-10 2017 season, we went 10-3 in 2018. Three straight
bowl games, to bowl victories, to top 25 wins, and a nice dub on up the
mountain. Energy was restored back into our proud program. All these
accomplishments were because of our dedicated GS men that bought
into the expectations and worked their butts off to make the university
and fan base proud.
We are so thankful for the guys, the staff in Georgia Southern University
for what has been accomplished, and the loyalty to our family to the
team. Coach Whitley and staff – finish (high fours). That starts this
weekend, with the power of Paulson.
We are going to miss all the great things that come along with being part
of Georgia Southern football and the Statesboro community. However,
our time has come to an end. God orders our steps, new adventures
await and much more impact is to be made.
God is great. all the time. Thank y’all. and GATA,

CHAD LUNDSFORD

Former football head coach
To contact the editor, email gaeditor@georgiasouthern.edu
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WHAT TWITTER SAID
ABOUT THE FIRING OF

CHAD LUNDSFORD
BY DJ CADDEN

The George-Anne staff

On Monday morning, just one day after the Eagles fell to 1-3 to
begin the season, the athletics department announced that Chad
Lunsford would be relieved of his head coaching duties.
As expected, many Eagle fans were left shocked. However, the
Twitter sphere lit up with many differing opinions.
Here are some of the highlights, filled with thoughts from former
players and fans.

FORMER DEFENSIVE END TRAVER VLIEM:

10-7-21

Defensive lineman suspended
after chugging beer atop
moving yellow bus
BY DJ CADDEN

The George-Anne staff

Defensive tackle Gavin Adcock has been
suspended indefinitely after he stood on top
of one of the famous yellow school buses and
chugged a beer enroute to Saturday’s game
against Louisiana.
Athletic director Jared Benko addressed the
video multiple times during Monday’s press
conference.
“That process is working its way through
the student code of conduct,” said Benko.
“Obviously today is Monday and I just saw the
video yesterday, so we’re working through the
appropriate processes and steps.”
Former GS football players voiced their
BARSTOOL SOUTHERN INSTAGRAM
disapproval of the situation following the Screenshot from the video ﬁrst posted to
Barstool Southern’s Instagram Reels.
incident. Here are the highlights:

FORMER FULLBACK WILLIAM BANKS:

FORMER NOSE TACKLE TY PHILLIPS:

FORMER SAFETY IRONHEAD GALLON:

CURENT DEFENSIVE TACKLE CJ WRIGHT:

Following the outrage and announcement of the suspension, Adcock published an
apology to his Twitter profile: “I want to reach out and express my deepest apology for
my foolish actions on the bus this past Saturday,” wrote Adcock. “What I did was very
selfish and is not what we are about here at Georgia Southern.”
Page designed by Kayla Hill
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BY BRIYANNA THOMPSON
The George-Anne staff

BEING

BLACK

AT A PREDOMINANTLY
WHITE SCHOOL

I would feel a little more
comfortable having
someone who looks like
me teaching and talking
about our history.”

White students outnumber Black students almost
5:2 on Georgia Southern’s campus. The George-Anne
spoke with a group of students about their decision to
attend a predominately white institution (PWI) over a
historically-black college or university, and how that
affects their college experience.
In a group conversation about attending a PWI
many Black students agreed that they do not feel as
though they always fit in.
“Its hard knowing you are surrounded by people
that cannot relate to you nor do they sympathize with
us as for the things we go through,” said Ashanti
Robinson, “Especially when it comes to Black Lives
Matter or police brutality against Black people.”
Another student Brianna Brown expressed that she
didn’t feel like Black culture is represented enough on
campus.
“I feel like in order to find a Black club or
organization you really have to do some digging
but for the white community it is plastered almost
everywhere,” said Brown. “When it comes to PHC
sororities you can find them advertised everywhere
on campus, in buildings, people wearing shirts.”
“I had to do a good amount of research in order to
find out that we even had the divine nine on campus,”

BRIANNA BROWN
GS student

10-7-21

said Brown.
The students expressed how they had heard GS was
a party school prior to enrolling, but some students
felt like they couldn’t join in on the fun without being
over-policed.
“White students can walk home drunk and pick up
other drunk people and they have no consequences,”
said Brown. “We continue to get racially profiled
if we do the same stuff as white students but our
consequences will be more severe.”
On the education side, the students felt like their
education offered the same to them as to their white
peers.
“They always let the resources that are available be
known but it is up to students whether they utilize
them or not,” said Brown. “But when it comes to class,
it is not hard to count on one hand how many Black
students are in my class,” said Brown.
Another student said that she attended HBCU,
historically black college or university, Florida A&M
University last year and decided to transfer.
“Education wise, the parties were cool but there
was no balance and the professors, especially the
Black ones, barely cared about their jobs, and it was
really dangerous at times,” said Lyric Miller.
“I would like to see more professors of color,” said
Brown. “I would feel a little more comfortable having
someone who looks like me teaching and talking

~5:2

RATIO OF WHITE STUDENTS TO BLACK STUDENTS

Hypnotist plays mind games with students on campus
BY SHAY PARKER

The George-Anne staff

One local hypnotist comes to campus
to poke around students’ minds on the
regular, getting them to perform tricks
for his YouTube channel.
YouTuber Maurice Kicklighter of
Claxton, Georgia posts videos of him
performing hypnosis on strangers for
his channel Street Hypnosis GA, and
Georgia Southern has become one of his
go-to spots to perform street hypnosis on
students walking around campus.
“ I enjoy the peoples’ reactions, and
how deep you can go inside your mind,”
Kicklighter said. “Every time I go to the
Page designed by Kayla Hill

campus I want to hypnotize as many
people as I can.”
Hypnosis is something that most
people are nervous about, but Kicklighter
and his cameraman are able to lure a few
students into being in their videos.
“I’m nervous. I hope… I feel like I
am going to get hypnotized,” Isaac
Whinkfield said before being guided
into a deep relaxation, and having
suggestions put into his mind that he
would forget the number four and even
his own name.
“All I remember is him trying to
hypnotize a dude and me stepping in
because I wanted to be hypnotized,”
Whinkfield said. “I was hoping it was

going to work. I believe stuff like that is
real.”
Kicklighter has been doing this
for three years as a hobby, learning
everything he knows from Youtube
videos, and has done some pretty crazy
things while hypnotizing people.
“Maybe making someone talk to
their shoe. They have a full blown
conversation with their shoe and I make
them think that that’s their real phone,”
Kicklighter said.
You can find Kicklighter on the
Statesboro and the Armstrong campus
shooting for his Youtube channel.

To contact the editor, email gaeditor@georgiasouthern.edu
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COVID-19
long hauler

The long-term side effects of the virus

BY ASHLYNN MELNYK
The George-Anne staff

COVID-19 doesn’t just stop at
infection. It doesn’t just start with a sore
throat and pounding headache. For
me, and so many others, it has never
stopped. It has caused irreparable
damage to our bodies causing lifealtering changes and decisions.
I am what medical professionals now
call a ‘COVID Longhauler’.
I was a college sophomore who just
celebrated my 19th birthday on the first
day of school. Three days later, I tested
positive for COVID-19. In the matter
of a few hours, I went completely
downhill.
Who knew the change that would
take effect so quickly would end up
changing my life forever. At first, I was
skeptical. Skeptical how something
could take over the world so quickly,
how it could close businesses and
schools across the world. It wasn’t like
anything I had ever seen before.
I tested positive in August of 2020.
Today, now August of 2021, my life has
been changed in more ways than I had
ever imagined.
It started simple like the flu. My life
for the next two weeks consisted of the
usual quarantine routine. I thought that
soon enough I would return back to my
normal life. Despite the fact of feeling
well recovered for a week, I started
noticing drastic changes in my health.
I couldn’t drive long distances
without having a headache that caused
vision issues and vomiting. My heart
Page designed by Karly Henson

felt as if it would leap from my chest at
any given moment. I became faint, pale
and dehydrated no matter how many
bottles of water I drank or how many
vitamins I took. There was a constant
burning sensation in the bottom of my
throat that altered the way I spoke.
Something was wrong, but the hard
thing was, I had almost zero answers.
The doctor visits began in September.
Ranging from two hospital visits to
upwards of 20 doctor visits. I was placed
on numerous medications, and had
scans performed, blood withdrawn,
but nothing ever showed.
After a visit with my heart doctor, I
wore a monitor for a week to monitor
the tachycardia I was experiencing.
After the results, I was placed on a
medication that helped slow my heart
rate and eventually, it went away.
I then decided it was time to address
my throat issues. I went to multiple
doctors who placed me on steroids and
antibiotics believing I had an infection
like strep, until my Gastroesophageal
reflux disease (GERD) diagnosis.
There was a tube placed through my
nose into the back of my throat to test
the levels of acidity coming up from my
stomach for about two days. The acid
reflux had undoubtedly been burning
my vocal cords and tonsils. Three
medications later, things started to
stabilize with the occasional sore throat
and a diet change.
Then came the worst of it all,
migraines. I quickly learned, migraines
are not your typical headache. They
came out of nowhere and completely

shattered my everyday life.
Again, a neurologist and hospital visit
later, a chronic migraine diagnosis was
made. Today, I still struggle the most
with this diagnosis. I have monthly
shots injected into my abdomen, as
well as daily medication to prevent the
onset of a migraine, but they still come
and go as they please.
And into the summer, after a couple
visits and discussions with doctors,
I was told there was a possibility of
genetic disorders, chronic illness and
even the possibility of blood cancer.
At 19 years old, when I should be
enjoying my summer with my family
and friends I hadn’t seen all year, I was
facing the reality that COVID-19 could
seriously kill me not during, but after?
No individual should go through the
process of being told that’s a possibility.
I thought to myself how am I going
to finish school? Will I pass down a
disorder to my future kids? Will I even
make it to then?
As luck would have it, more work
and a specialist later there was nothing
that suggested any cancer and I had
tested negative for any kind of genetic
disorder.
At this day in time, I have 3 acid reflux
medications to be taken as needed,
one migraine medication to be taken
as needed, and a monthly migraine
injection. While the status of my health
has made tremendous improvement,
my life is still being altered by a virus I
contracted over a year ago now.
My point in all of this is that we
really don’t understand the severity of

this virus. Everytime I spoke to a doctor
I was always told the same thing: ‘We
are still learning about the effects of this
virus on the human body, but it is safe
to say that all of these issues are coming
from it.’
Clinics are going up across the world
for people like me who still are ridden
by this sickness. COVID-19 does not
pick and choose. I was young and
healthy. I did everything right. I wore
a mask, socially distanced and I still got
sick. While it seems like an oxymoron,
I ask that you all, as my classmates,
friends, and Georgia Southern family,
take this situation seriously. We really
don’t know everything about this virus
or how it will affect every one of us, but
all that we can do is know that it’s not
to be played with.
Take it from me, an individual who
has suffered its effects for over a year.
Or take it from a loved one, a neighbor
or a classmate who has directly lost
someone or themselves to this virus.
So please, protect yourself and protect
each other.

I thought to myself how am
I going to finish school? Will
I pass down a disorder to
my future kids? Will I even
make it to then?
ASHLYNN MELNYK
The George-Anne Staff

To contact the editor, email gaeditor@georgiasouthern.edu
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September is Suicide Prevention
Awareness Month.
There have been posts all over social media urging people
to reach out to friends or hotlines if they are feeling suicidal.
Organizations such as The Jed Foundation have been
sharing graphics and tips for helping students and young
adults who may be suicidal. But what does it mean to be
suicidal? What is the proper course of action for someone
to take if they’re having suicidal thoughts or tendencies?
Dr. Jeff Klibert, Associate Director of Clinical Training and
Professor of Psychology at Georgia Southern as well as a
state certified psychologist and nationally board certified
Counseling Psychologist, took the time to speak with Deep
Dive about the mental health crisis as well as suicidal
ideation in particular. “I think a lot of people are looking
for help but they’re facing waiting times of 1, 2, 3 months
before they can get in to see someone. So I think when we
look at the mental health crisis, it goes back to access to
services,” Klibert said over Zoom when asked about the
mental health crisis.
Mental Health America (MHA) has provided statistics on
the lack of access young adults have to mental healthcare.
MHA found “60% of youth with major depression did not
receive any mental health treatment in 2017-2018 (MHA
article here).
As Klibert continued to discuss the mental health crisis
he said, “…We need to talk about access to care then
having enough providers to be able to adequately meet
the emerging kind of mental health needs of different
communities.” Professionals were discussing the spikes in
mental health issues prior to the pandemic, but it became
the crisis we recognize now when the pandemic began.
MHA found that there was a 93% increase in anxiety
screenings between 2019 and 2020, as well as a 62% increase
in depression screenings.
“…Difficulties with the pandemic, social concerns, society,
among many other things have really drawn out a lot of
limitations about the mental health field,” Klibert stated as
well. After addressing the mental health crisis, Klibert was
asked about the terms passive and active suicidal ideation.
He described passive suicidal ideation as “typically passive
ideation are thoughts about maybe death, but not making
active attempts to want to die,”
“ [One] may say something like ‘The world is such a burden’,
‘Sometimes it would be better off I just weren’t here’, or
‘My soul is very weary’. … but there’s no active intention
that these individuals are going to kill themselves.”
Klibert said the following about active suicidal ideation,
“Active suicidal ideation has that intention like I am
actively thinking, looking, and devising ways in which I
can end my life.
“There is inherently more risk with active ideation because
a person is thinking long and hard about ending their life
as a means to cope or as a means to alleviate pain.”

Page designed by Abigail DeRubbo
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A look into suicide
prevention
By: Jillian King,
Deep Dive Staff
While Klibert did acknowledge that there is a difference in
imminent threat with these ideations, he wanted to make
it clear that one should seek help if having either. He made
it clear that suicidal thoughts and tendencies tend to build
over time, so while someone may have passive ideation
now it’s more than likely it will escalate to be active if help
isn’t received. Many may believe that if they reach out for
help with any variation of suicidal ideation that they will
be hospitalized. This was brought up to Klibert.

Klibert said establishing that immediate help then
working towards addressing the underlying issue
is the effective way to help someone with suicidal
ideation. Klibert explained, “We can manage not just
this episode, but any future inclinations to harm oneself
or to start engaging in more severe suicidal behaviors.”
When asked what he would say to a student with suicidal
ideation who is hesitant to seek treatment, Klibert stated,
“I would first say, I understand.”

“What we know in the literature here is, psychologists
need to do everything they can to treat ideation within that
therapeutic relationship,” he said. Klibert discussed how
hospitalization should be a last resort to helping someone
with these symptoms, how hospitalizations are often
places to stabilize someone but not address the underlying
issue that got a patient in that scenario. He also noted that
inpatient treatment for those of lower socioeconomic status
is often not what that person needs. He was then asked
how he would recommend someone seek help for suicidal
ideation. Klibert made it clear that getting help from a
psychologist is key. If not a psychologist, then a licensed
professional counselor or licensed social worker. He cited
the need for someone with these symptoms to get direct
and consistent treatment.
When discussing the process of consistent treatment,
Klibert said that they would start with crisis intervention,
form a safety plan, and essentially make it to where the
person could make it through to the next week.

“Society is not kind to individuals who seek treatment,
there’s a lot of stigma,” Klibert empathized.
He went on to say that he would challenge that student
to think of therapy as teamwork. Therapy is a nonjudgemental space to work through life’s challenges.
Klibert went on to emphasize that while depression
and suicidal ideation in particular can make someone’s
view of themselves narrow and derogatory, he likes to
validate his clients as human beings.
“…With access to resources and experiences and
expertise that can help them overcome a lot of the
troubles that they’re having.” Klibert said. If you or
someone you know is having suicidal ideation or any
other mental health issue, please reach out to one of the
following resources.

Georgia Southern Counseling Center – Students are allowed 16 free
individual sessions every year. To get access to the Counseling Center’s
Emergency After Hours line, you can call (912) 478-5541 and select option 2.

Georgia Southern Psychology Clinic – Offers the general population
quality, low-cost treatment. Initial appointments are $5 and are on a sliding
scale of $5 -$30 depending on your financial situation.
The National Hotlines listed below link individuals to local resources and
can provide immediate assistance:

National Suicide Prevention Lifeline – 1-800-273- 8255
SAMHSA Treatment Referral Helpline – (1-877-726-4727)
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Kemp and the “AIDS
vaccine”
BY JILLIAN KING
Deep Dive staff

Twice in September 2021, Georgia Gov. Brian
Kemp has referenced an AIDS vaccine in an
attempt to discourage COVID vaccine mandates.
He ﬁrst cited a failed AIDS vaccine mandate
on September 13th on Fox Business News.
The governor mentioned it again on Erick
Erickson’s podcast on September 16th.
Both times that Governor Kemp said this, he
was not corrected While a spokesperson from
Kemp’s oﬃce said he meant the HPV vaccine at a
later date, Kemp also made a similar comment in
September 2020. The HPV vaccine has also only
been mandated in a few states, Georgia not being
one of them.
Kemp’s understanding of this aside, this
misinformation brings up the topic of HIV/
AIDS education. What is known among the
general public? Is Kemp’s fumble on words
actually what people believe about the status of
HIV/AIDS?
To clear this up, ﬁrstly there is not currently
an HIV/AIDS vaccine. The federal website for
information on HIV says that, “…scientists are
working to develop one. NIH is investing in
multiple approaches to prevent HIV, including
a safe and eﬀective preventive HIV vaccine.

These research eﬀorts include two late-stage,
multinational vaccine clinical trials.”
There have been a few diﬀerent trials for an
HIV/AIDS vaccine over the years since the
epidemic in the 1980’s but nothing has been
released to the public.
But protections against HIV/AIDS have
improved with preventatives pills such a PrEP
and the broader understanding of safe sex since
the original epidemic.
But studies such as one done by Kaiser Family
Foundation (KFF) in 2011 show that a lot of
Americans don’t understand what HIV/AIDS
actually is.
The 2011 study revealed
that, “45 percent say they’d be uncomfortable
having their food prepared by someone who is
HIV-positive”
So here is the information on
HIV/AIDS to clear it up:
• HIV
stands
for
Human
Immunodeﬁciency Virus and this virus
makes one’s body more susceptible to
infection and less apt to ﬁght infection.
• HIV, if untreated, can lead to
AIDS which stands for Acquired
Immunodeﬁciency Syndrome.
• HIV/AIDS is spread only through
bodily ﬂuids.

• It is most commonly spread through
sexual intercourse or through sharing
needles or syringes.
• While gay or bisexual men are at
higher risks for HIV/AIDS, anyone can be
infected if they come in contact with an
HIV positive person’s bodily ﬂuids.
• The best way to protect yourself is to
practice safe sex and to use preventative
options if you are at a higher risk or if the
need arises. It is also recommended that
sexually active adults get tested for HIV/
AIDS as well as other STDs on a regular
basis.
The AIDS epidemic of the 1980s to early
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1990s was especially tragic for the LGBTQ+
community. The number of deaths due to the
epidemic isn’t 100% clear, due to the lack of
eﬀort early on in the epidemic, but it is estimated
to be in the hundreds of thousands.
Discrimation
against
the
LGBTQ+
communityis a huge part of why the epidemic
was largely ignored for so long, and likely part of
the reason there is still so much misinformation
today.
So while Gov. Brian Kemp may be mistaken
or misinformed himself, the information is out
there and easily digestible.

Public Health Dean questions mask mandates’ effects
on learning
BY MORGAN BRIDGES
The George-Anne staff

As the delta variant surged through
Bulloch County Schools, only a few
members of the Board of Education voiced
their approval of a mask mandate, with
Georgia Southern’s Dean of Public Health
questioning its affect on the well-being of
students.
Dean of Public Health and District 3
Board member Stuart Tedders said in a
September meeting that “masks help to slow
the spread of COVID-19,” the Statesboro
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Herald reported, but despite the public’s
agreement with Tedders’ statement, no vote
was taken to implement the mandate.
“My guess is that we all have different
opinions about what we should do as a
district or as a community, and there’s
probably nothing that I can say to convince
you, probably nothing you can say to
convince me,” Tedders said in the meeting.
“But I do know one thing, and that is that
all of us, wherever our opinion lies, all of us
are trying to do the best that we can do to
protect our families.”
While believing masks and vaccines
are effective in combating COVID-19, he

posed questions on how enforcing a mask
mandate could interrupt instruction or
hinder learning for young children or
children with disabilities that rely on facial
cues.
The George-Anne reached out to Tedders
for comment on the vote and received this
response:
“My roles as an employee at Georgia
Southern and my community service with
the Bulloch County School System are
completely different, and I work diligently
to not commingle the two for ethical
reasons,” Tedders told The George-Anne.
“As such, I do not believe there is overlap.”

Upon The George-Anne’s requests for
any further discussion, Tedders declined
further comment until after the publication
of this article.
“I never indicated I would not support
[a mask mandate],” wrote Tedders. “In fact,
I would have supported it had we voted.
Whenever I make a decision, it is incumbent
on me to ask the question, ‘How does this
decision impact the academic well-being of
students?’.”
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Yoga Guide: Beginners Edition
BY KAYLAN PEEK

The George-Anne staff

EMPOWhER is the “women-focused only gym” in Statesboro, offering various
amenities such as personal training and group fitness classes.
Although EMPOWhER is exclusive to women, this doesn’t mean yoga has to
be. Yoga is suitable for all genders and body types. So, unroll those mats, y’all!
Before embarking on your yoga journey, it’s important to understand the basis of
yoga. “Yoga is a combination of breathwork and movement,” said EMPOWhER’s

Seated Meditation Pose (Sitting
position)
Benefits: This pose allows you to relax
and ground yourself at the beginning of
your exercise and improves posture.
“We’re used to sitting in chairs in
Western society. This is very different
because you’re using core muscles and
back muscles that you don’t normally
use sitting in a chair. In this pose
specifically, you can sit up on some type
of elevation like a blanket or a pillow,
and you can use blocks under your
knees which can help if your knees
don’t go all the way out on the side
comfortably,” she said.

Downward Dog

Tree Pose

Warrior lll Pose

Benefits: Stretches lower body and
arm muscles. Stimulates blood flow in
the body.
“It can relieve tension in the back
because it’s a type of inversion. So,
you’re taking weight off areas of the
back that are normally stressed,” she
said.
Tip: Keep knees hip-distance apart
and take deep breaths!

Benefits: Increases hip and leg
strength. Improves balance and
concentration. Slows heart rate (calms
body and mind).
“This is a balancing pose. There are
pretty much variations with all poses.
I brought my foot up to my thigh, but
you can just leave it at your ankle, or
even leave it on the ground just on the
inside of your ankle.
Tip: Don’t be discouraged if you
cannot balance on the first few tries!
Remember to keep your shoulders
down and away from your ears.

Benefits: Strengthens your core,
shoulders, arm and leg muscles.
Stretches your body. Improves balance
and concentration.
There are many variations of this
pose. This intermediate level pose can
serve an achievable goal for beginners.
It requires stability and patience.
Once you get more comfortable with
practicing yoga, Warrior lll is your next
step!
Tip: Don’t hold your breath. Keep
standing leg firmly planted on the
ground and only bring arms forward
when ready. Don’t rush this pose!

Sparrow encourages the use of props with yoga – especially for beginners.
You can find yoga blocks at fitness stores and even large retailers like Target and
Walmart.
Yoga can be done on your time and when you feel comfortable. “You can kind
of break it up throughout your day and just do poses as you have time,” she said.
“Of course, you get more benefits if you do them together in a series, but you can
fit it in nicely with different stretches even at your desk before you go to sleep.”
Experiencing yoga with an instructor is highly recommended for beginners.
This can boost your confidence when starting out and motivate you to keep going
Page designed by Jalen Austin

Melanie Sparrow “And without combining the two you don’t get the full benefits
of the practice, and it can be combined with meditation or other types of exercise,
and it goes really well with certain types of aerobics as well.”
Yoga can serve as a building block to other forms of exercise with its emphasis
on core strength, balance and breath control.
The practice of yoga itself is complex because there are many different styles of
yoga to choose from like Vinyasa and Kundalini, but until you figure out which
style is for you – let’s check out some basic yoga poses to get you started!

in a group setting.
But for those who are not able to attend yoga class, yoga before bed is a great
alternative. “Yoga kind of helps your body like wind down from the day and so
you’re relaxing your muscles and your mind before you go lay down to sleep.”
“Yoga can be very good to combat stress. So, it helps with mindset,” she said.
Remember that yoga is not only a physical exercise, but a mental one too. Yoga
should reduce stress, not increase it.
Don’t overthink what you’re doing. Have fun with it. Namaste!
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Education
has no age

A Journey From Veteran
To College Student
BY LAUREN SABIA
The George-Anne staff

Sitting in any given classroom is most
likely 18-22-year-olds, but every so often a
non-traditional student will stroll through the
pedestrium, backpack in hand, proving that
education has no age.
Jean Vintilescu immigrated to America
from Romania in the 1980’s when it was still a
communist country, in order for his two sons
to have a better future and life. Originally he
moved to Florida and worked for many different
companies in Engineering Automation, before
retiring.
One of his sons lives in Washington D.C.,
and one in Georgia, so that brought Vintilescu
here after working in a variety of states. He has
four granddaughters, and one is in the Air Force
in Tampa, Florida.
“After a while, I realized that this retirement
was not for me,” he said. “Being a retiree, you
don’t have a structure or activities.”
“I like what I’m doing, learning languages
and different kinds of things, and my mind is
working very well even better than when I was
a bit younger,” he said. “I didn’t feel my age
being in class, I was just like a regular student.”
Vintilescu knows many different languages
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BY LAUREN SABIA
The George-Anne staff

Serving for our country in the military is
a high honor, filled with sacrifice, discipline,
and triumph. After leaving, what comes
next for so many veterans? What stays with
them?
For Franklin Cooper, a junior here at
Georgia Southern, the next step was getting
a higher education as a first-generation
college student, and redirecting his learned
discipline from the military, to his degree.
After graduating high school in Chicago,
his hometown, Franklin Cooper served in
the U.S. Army for six years as a Logistical
Specialist. He was deployed twice, once in
Jordan and once in Bahrain.
Cooper initially joined the military to
get out of his hometown, and thought that
wearing the uniform would be pretty cool.
He quickly discovered that the Army was
so much more than this, and that he was a
part of something bigger than himself.
“I learned how to work and become
family with other soldiers from all over
the world. Being in the military instilled
discipline, pride and direction into my life
that I will forever be grateful for,” he said.
After his time in the military came to a
close, Cooper had the opportunity to work

including Romanian, English, French, German,
Spanish, and he is starting to learn Chinese.
“Learning a language, in my opinion, is life
saving for the mind,” he said. Focusing on
learning new languages is what first led him to
taking classes at GS.
After taking courses in language, geography,
politics, and more, Vintilescu realized that
international studies piqued his interest the
most. He graduated last year with a degree in
international studies, quite different from his
previous studies in engineering automation.
He is now in the pursuit of a Master’s in Public
Administration.
“I got good grades because first of all I
have to perform,” he said. “I didn’t want to
go unprepared because I am among young
students, I have to be sort of an example, you
know.”
Vintilescu attributes his love for this campus
to the professors as well, because of their
dedication to their subjects and the learning
environment they create for their students.
He meets with Jacek Lubecki, an international
studies professor and friend, to discuss World
War 2 and books they are reading over coffee
at Three Tree. Professor William Biebuyck is
who Vintilescu attributes his choice in studying
international studies to, and Professor Olga
Amarie is who persuaded him to get a BA in

with a service program called FEMA Corps.
Through this, he was able to serve people
and communities in California that were
impacted by different disasters.
He really enjoyed his work with FEMA,
and thought this was something he could
see himself doing as a career. To be able
to progress with them, Cooper knew he
needed to go back to school.
“I feel like I’ve done a lot of stuff in my
life to be young,” he said. “I felt like getting
my education was kind of like my next big
thing.”
Cooper started his college journey at
East Georgia State College and is now
at GS studying Public Health. He is also
planning on going to graduate school with
the intention of later working for FEMA or
other emergency management companies.
What being a non-traditional student
means to Cooper, is having the life
experience and discipline to know how to
navigate his degree and future.
“I don’t think I would think the same,
being 18 starting college,” he said. “Now
that I’ve kind of lived life a little bit, I know
what I want.”
When reflecting on his decision to go to
school later in life, Cooper said, “You just
wake up and do it everyday. You know you
want to accomplish this goal, so I just kind
of do it. I guess that’s like the military in

the first place.
Professor Marcela Ruiz-Funes encouraged
him to continue with his Spanish classes, and
Rochelle Cote in the Registrar Office has always
been there to help with any administrative
issues he had. “Many professors guided
me from different areas so whenever I have
questions or want to learn more they are very
helpful,” Vintilescu said.
Some other professors Vintilescu deeply
admires that has helped him along the way
include Christopher Brown, Matthew Flynn,
Angela Pinilla-Herrera, Craig Roell, Brian
Feltman, Mao Lin, Olavi Arens, and Claire
Nelson.
“I never even dreamed five years ago to get
a MPA or something like that,” said Vintilescu.
“It was something unexpected and it wasn’t
planned.”
Vintilescu plans on graduating with a
Masters in Public Administration in 2022,
and getting a job in the local government in
Statesboro or the surrounding area.
“Don’t be afraid to fail because the more
you fail, the more you learn,” said Vintilescu.
“Having only success is okay, but it is not giving
you the full story. Don’t give up and don’t be
afraid to learn and approach new things.”

13
me, so I am kind of disciplined to do it.”
When Cooper is not in class, he can
be found in the Office of Military and
Veteran Services, doing his work-study
program under Cameron Jones. There he
helps certify anyone who has served, or is
serving, their benefits to go to school at GS.
He is also the President of the Student
Veterans Association, with goals to rebuild
it and create a community for them at GS.
“We’re all non-traditional students,” said
Cooper. “We lived a different life prior
to coming to college, so it’s good to have
fellow veterans around to feel included.”
Cooper wants other veterans at GS to
know that they are not alone, and resources
are out there if they have any questions or
needs. Their office is only a phone call away
if veterans want to talk through mental
issues, or need help with anything.
“We’ve all been in those situations that
are tough,” he said. “We can understand
and if we can’t relate to your situation,
someone else can. So just don’t hesitate to
ask questions, or reach out for help.”
Swing by the Office of Military and
Veteran Services next time you are in
Russell Union to say hello to Cooper, and
always remember to thank our veterans
here at GS.

Thriving
In his 70’s
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Across
1. Look happy
6. Shower or pond
topping
10. Worse than his
bite?
14. Bumpy allergic
reactions
15. Mercury, for one
16. Flash
17. Biblical
patriarch
18. Small songbird
19. City on the
Rhine
20. Opposite of
whole, in milk
22. Military jail
24. British rule in
colonial India
25. Mideast hot spot
27. Jerusalem native
29. Upright hydrant
33. Kind of shot
34. Animal house
35. Drink
37. Under attack
41. German river
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42. Wading bird
44. Sew up
45. Perpendicular to
the keel
48. Pearl Mosque
locale
49. Long
50. Seize suddenly
52. Break, in a way
(3 words)
54. Paint type
58. Sported
59. Through
60. Go around in
circles
62. Formerly walled
German city
66. Guisado cooker
68. Caddie’s oﬀering
70. Alicia Keys hit
71. Untamed
72. Rejected
proposal
73. Note to the
audience
74. Declares
75. F.B.I. operative
76. Spanish form of
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1

4

14

29

6
2

2
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address
Down
1. Leg part
2. Soup
3. John, abroad
4. More foliaged
5. Steep slope
6. Got an eyeful
7. Rein in
8. Wombs
9. Philosophical
system
10. Chest protector
11. Love lots
12. Kidney related
13. Japanese style
writing
21. Baby bottom
sprinkles
23. Meal, informally
26. Share
28. Lady’s secret
29. Dog biter
30. Literary device
31. Levitate
32. Hot wine punch
36. It shows the way
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38. Down with
something
39. Sound reﬂection
40. High schooler
43. Shish ___
46. Some
47. Boy or man
49. Needle-shaped
51. Staying
53. Sports venues
54. Admits
55. Tiny hairs
56. Good news on
Wall Street
57. Computer
storage medium
61. Stretching
exercise procedure
63. Butcher’s
oﬀering
64. ___nesian
65. Poets “never”
67. Magazine
revenue source
69. Persona ___
grata
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